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By James Duffy

On November 1st, 2017, the National Organics
Standard Board (NOSB) rejected a proposal to
recommend the USDA exclude hydroponicallygrown produce from organic certification and
labelling programs. This 8-7 vote reanimated an
ongoing dispute between hydroponic farmers and
traditional organic farmers – a dispute whose
resolution carries major implications for exactly
what it means to be “organic” in the U.S. food
system and economy.
In considering the implications of the debate
surrounding hydroponics and organic crops, there
are some fundamental definitions worth reiterating:

Department of Agriculture (USDA). This
recommendation may or may not become a USDA
policy directive to the NOP, which is tasked with
authoring regulations pursuant to the Organic
Foods Production Act.
Enter the issue at hand. On one side of the
conflict stand those organic farmers who see the
essence of organic agriculture as the conservation
of soil health. The Cornucopia Institute, an organic
agriculture advocacy group, wrote in a 2017
petition that: “The mantra for…those who truly
uphold the spirit of organics, is: feed the soil not
the plant. Nutritionally superior food…requires
careful stewardship of a diverse and healthy
microbiome in the soil.”

First, Hydroponics refers to the practice of
growing plants without soil. Vital nutrients are
These organic farmers take a rather textualist
delivered as solutes in water. Roots may be
suspended in this nutrient-fortified water, or approach to organic certification, pointing to the
supported by a non-soil medium like gravel or Organic Foods Production Act, which states that
“An organic plan shall contain provisions designed
coconut fibers.
to foster soil fertility, primarily through the
Second, the 1990 Organic Foods Production
Act (OFPA) established the National Organics management of the organic content of the soil
Standard Board (NOSB) and the National Organic
Program (NOP); the NOSB votes on nonbinding
policy recommendations, while the NOP writes
official regulations regarding organic production.
In matters concerning governance of organic
agriculture, the NOSB takes an advisory role, with
its 15 members convening on a semi-annual basis
to vote on matters important to the organic
agriculture community. If a proposal receives twothirds of NOSB members’ votes, it becomes a
nonbinding recommendation to the United States
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through proper tillage, crop rotation and manuring.” To these farmers, if there is no soil involved, the
practice cannot be called organic, by definition. The NOSB did recommend a prohibition of organic
labelling of hydroponic produce in 2010 – but, to the ire of traditional organic farmers, the USDA has
allowed organic certification of hydroponic producers regardless.
On the other side of the debate stand hydroponic producers seeking organic certification of their
products. These hydroponic farmers emphasize the environmental benefits of their methods; chiefly,
hydroponic systems’ superior water efficiency over traditional irrigation techniques.
Organic hydroponic advocates also espouse their systems’ applicability to large-scale indoor
farms, potentially enabling practical organic agriculture in urban areas. This would advance local food
production in traditionally non-agricultural regions, thus alleviating market pressure to develop natural
lands. Hydroponic producers looking to gain or maintain organic certification argue that their
practices operate on the same principles of sustainability and quality as traditional organics, but
merely incorporate more advanced technology to suit modern needs.
This dispute illuminates competing interpretations of the law, as well as more philosophical
divisions among organic farmers: does organic certification refer exclusively to farming that stewards
soil quality, as prescribed in the OFPA, or can it include other sustainable farming practices? Was
Congressional intent at the time of OFPA’s passage solely to protect soil quality, or can the text of the
law be reasonably applied to soilless growing methods so long as the spirit of the law is met? What
does it mean for food to be “organic” in an age of new agricultural methods and environmental
concerns, and how should regulatory agencies approach these new modalities?
While a decisive resolution to these questions remains elusive, the economic stakes are
unquestionably high. With demand for organic products widely outpacing supply, hydroponic entry
into the United States’ organic market is an opportunity that producers are reluctant to forego—and
competition that many traditional organic farmers are unlikely to accept.
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Out of Sight, Out of Mind
Chemicals & Feminine Hygiene Products
By Taylor Dodge

The United States is one of the
world’s largest producers, exporters,
and users of chemicals, with annual
chemical manufacturing shipments
totaling well over 700 billion dollars.
While they are vital to our economy,
many people are unaware of the
potential health risks they face from
interactions with these chemicals.
Women spend well over $2
billion on feminine hygiene products
per year in the United States, and until
recently there has been little research
looking into how the chemicals used in
these products may affect a woman’s
health. One of the biggest known
complications is toxic shock syndrome,
a rare but life-threatening complication
that can be caused by a synthetic fiber,
called viscose rayon, woven with cotton
in tampons. Due to a regulation and
title as medical devices by the Food and
Drug Administration, companies are
not required to disclose the chemicals
used in their feminine hygiene
products. Back in 1997, Representative
Carolyn Maloney (NY-D) attempted to
pass the Robin-Danielson Act to force
companies to disclose the chemicals
used in these products. Although the
original piece of legislation was shot
down, Ms. Maloney has tried to pass
the legislation nine more times.

health of women. Dioxins are highly
toxic organic pollutants and probably
found their way into tampons and pads
from pulp bleaching of cotton and
wood. Albeit they are only found in
trace amounts in tampons and pads, a
woman may use up to ten thousand
tampons in her lifetime, leading some
consumers and researchers to question
the effects of long-term chronic
exposure.
Beyond pads and tampons, there
has also been research into commercial
lubricants and their impacts. Most
notably, these products might play a
role in the spread of STI’s, as well as
impair normal functioning of the
vaginal cells. The research being done
in this area is vital in helping to
highlight women’s health. But going
beyond research, some people are
taking steps to cut out synthetic
chemicals altogether to produce a safe
alternative for women.
Jeffery Hollender, along with his
daughter, Mieka Hollender, first
embarked on a mission to provide
organic and sustainable condoms, later
expanding their company to include a
range of feminine hygiene products as
well. They have committed themselves

Despite these difficulties,
consumers are continuing to pursue an
answer from these companies and have
often ended up seeking information
themselves. One study showed that
dioxins are a possible threat to the
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to sustainable and natural products, using only organic cotton for their
feminine hygiene products as well as certified organic ingredients in their
lubricants and massage oils. Their rubber tree plantation, located in
Southern India, is one of the most sustainable on the planet, engaging in
fair trade agreements as well as providing a livable wage and reasonable
working hours. Their condoms are certified as Fair Trade and are actually
vegan, and their lubricants are NSF certified, meaning the company complies with
the strict standards imposed by the National Sanitation Foundation. Beyond this,
they also hold a B Corp status. B corporation status is given to businesses that meet stringent
standards of “social and environmental performance, accountability, and transparency.”
The actions taken by Jeffery and Mieka Hollender are but one example of the ecoconscious entrepreneurism and consumerism that is increasingly common in today’s
economy. So far, research around toxicity of synthetic feminine hygiene chemicals remains
largely inconclusive, and there are data voids yet to be filled. In the meantime, this fatherdaughter duo has created an alternative whose health and environmental safety consumers
can feel certain about.

Sources

B Corporation. (n.d.). Retrieved November 19, 2017, from https://www.bcorporation.net/what-are-b-corps
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2015. Retrieved
from https://www.govtrack.us/congress/bills/114/hr1708
Dezzutti CS, Brown ER, Moncla B, Russo J, Cost M, Wang L, et al. (2012) Is Wetter Better? An Evaluation of Over
-the-Counter
Personal Lubricants for Safety and Anti-HIV-1 Activity. PLoS ONE7(11): e48328. https://
doi.org/10.1371/
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2017, from https://academic.oup.com/cid/article-abstract/11/
Supplement_1/S182/306433/Ecology-of-Toxic-ShockSyndrome-Amplification-of
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Faculty Spotlight
Dr. Myla Aronson
Join staff writer Humna Wajid as she interviews Rutgers
Professor Myla Aronson about her background, research,
and recommendations for students and future scientists.
This interview has been edited for clarity and concision.

Humna: Where did you attend college and Humna: I have heard that you are doing some
great research at Rutgers. What is the main
what did you major in ?
Dr. Aronson: I did my Bachelor’s degree in focus of your work? What is it all about?
natural resources from Cornell University. Please explain.
Then, I got my Master’s and PhD in Ecology
and Evolution from Rutgers University. My
main focus of study during my Master’s and
doctoral work was non-native plants in the
urban landscape. I also examined the patterns of
diversity of plants and animals in relation to
land use change and urbanization

Dr. Aronson: The focus of my research is to
understand the different plants and animal
communities in the cities and how they respond
to the urbanization within these cities. I mainly
study the long-term changes in plant and animal
communities in urban and agricultural
landscapes. My research also focuses on how
Humna: Are you originally from New Jersey? we can successfully restore the biodiversity in
highly degraded areas such as urban or
Dr. Aronson: No, I am not. I am originally from agricultural landscapes.
Florida.
Humna: Growing up, what did you want to be?
Humna: When did you decide to become a Was Ecology and Evolution always your goal?
professor?
Dr. Aronson: Yes! Ecology and Evolution was
Well, I actually decided to become a professor definitely always the goal. I have loved and
when I was doing my Master`s degree. Before appreciated nature ever since I was a little girl.
that I did not even think that I would become a This is because I was always outside. For our
professor.
family vacations, we would always go out for
hiking, camping and canoeing, which is why I
Back to "In this Issue"
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was always very close to nature. Thus, when I and hardworking. I am also extremely
went to college, I knew right away that I wanted impressed by the diversity at Rutgers and
to major in natural resources.
really appreciate it. The collective experience
Humna: Who has influenced you the most in of students from different ethnic and racial
backgrounds working together as a team is
life?
extremely impressive and I absolutely love it.
Dr. Aronson: I think my parents. My mom and
dad really encouraged me to go outside and Humna: What are your closing comments
explore nature. They were the ones who took about the The Trail? Any advice or thoughts
me outside for fun trips of camping and for us?
hiking, and that`s when my journey of loving Dr. Aronson: Well, I really like the idea of the
nature actually began. They have always told The Trail and I think you guys are doing a
me to work hard towards my goals and have great job with your work. My advice for you
always encouraged me to do what I really guys would be that you should physically go
love. They are definitely the biggest influence outside and explore nature. I am sure it will
on my life.
help you much more with your work of

Humna: What do you consider your favorite understanding nature and conserving it.
hobby?
Dr. Aronson: Well, I really like going hiking
with my husband and son. I am also in the
process of transforming my yard into a native
garden, so I enjoy working in my yard and that
is my current favorite hobby. I also love
travelling all over the world and exploring
new places.
Humna: I know that you teach Plant Ecology
at Rutgers because I took it with you. What
other classes do you teach?
Dr. Aronson: I currently teach three courses at
Rutgers—Plant Ecology, Wetland Ecology,
and Urban Ecology.
Humna: What is the best thing that you like
about Rutgers?
Dr. Aronson: The students! I really like all of
the students at Rutgers. They are goal-oriented
Back to "In this Issue"
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Koalas in a Changing Climate
The normal day of a koala consists
of about 16 hours of sleep, chilling in
trees, and munching on eucalyptus
leaves. These Australian natives live a
simple life; their main concerns up until
now have been reproduction and
avoidance of predators. However, in
recent years, koalas have begun to feel
the effects of climate change in their
habitat. Not only is their natural habitat
threatened by deforestation, but also by
increasingly common droughts and
extreme heat events, which experts say
are likely tied to climate change.
Evidence of koalas changing their natural
behavior in response
to these
phenomena
has
been
reported
throughout Australia.

physical constraints on the volume that
their stomachs can hold. Additionally, the
more leaves that koalas consume, the
faster they digest them, leading to less
efficient nutrient absorption rates.
The alternative is for koalas to
search for more nutritious trees, which
comes with its own set of problems.
Many eucalyptus tree stands are
fragmented by deforestation, forcing
koalas to resort to ground travel between
stands, where they are vulnerable to
attacks from predators.

A big problem facing the koala
population currently is the effect of rising
CO2 levels on the nutritious quality of
eucalyptus leaves. Elevated CO2 levels
have caused a process called CO2
fertilization, which leads to reduced
protein and tannin levels in the
eucalyptus leaves that koalas depend on
as a primary food source. Koalas now
have to consume more leaves in order to
get their full amount of nutrients.
However, koalas, much like humans, have
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Extreme heat events, whose frequency in Australia has increased in recent
years, represent another climate change-related threat to koala populations.
These heat waves once again force koalas to leave the safety of the trees in search
of water on the ground, increasing the koalas’ time spent vulnerable to predators.
Researchers at the University of Sydney have placed drinking stations in areas of
koala habitat, and have reported koalas drinking from them for periods as long as
ten minutes. On the ground, koalas are at risk from attacks by dogs and dingoes,
as well as collisions with vehicles. These University of Sydney researchers hope
that by placing drinking stations near the koalas’ habitat, these windows of
predator vulnerability will be reduced.
A particularly illustrative example of the dangers posed to koalas by
changing weather patterns comes from Gunnedah, located in New South Wales,
where a recent heat waves was followed by a 25 percent drop in the local koala
population. Similar incidences will likely occur in the future as extreme weather
events occur more often in the koala’s native range.
The food sources and habitat of koalas are currently threatened by habitat
fragmentation and climate change—both of which necessitate more ground
travel for the animals, and thus more time spent in their most vulnerable
position. Going forward, koala populations will face the same ultimatum as many
other species worldwide: adapt to the effects of climate change and humanaltered landscapes, or perish.

Works Referenced
Johnson, C., DeGabriel, J., & Moore, B. (2009). Koalas and Climate Change:
Hungry for CO cuts. Retrieved from https://cmsdata.iucn.org/
downloads/fact_sheet_red_list_koala_v2.pdf
2

Koala Fact Sheet. World Animal Foundation. http://
www.worldanimalfoundation.net/f/koala.pdf
Why Koalas Are Suddenly Drinking Extra Water. (2017, March 31).
Retrieved November 09, 2017, from https://
news.nationalgeographic.com/2017/03/koala-bears-water- euca
lyptus-leaves-trees-australia/
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WHO Calls for
Curbing Livestock
Antibiotic Use
By Mackenzie Pitt

In September of this year, the World Health Organization (WHO) announced in a report
that the world is not producing enough new antibiotics to keep pace with the emergence of
antibiotic-resistant strains of disease. Antibiotic resistance is a serious threat that can have
fatal consequences, with the roughly 250,000 worldwide deaths now caused yearly by a drugresistant tuberculosis representing just one example. Nationally, antibiotic resistant microbes,
also called superbugs, infect about 2 million Americans per year, killing 23,000.
"Antimicrobial resistance is a global health emergency that will seriously jeopardize progress
in modern medicine," said Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director-General of WHO. As
more and more superbug strains arise, researchers and drug developers cannot create new
antibiotics fast enough to replace obsolete ones.
In the report, WHO specifically references the use of antibiotics in livestock as a major
force behind the rise of antibiotic resistance, calling for farmers around the world to
drastically reduce livestock antibiotic consumption. Antibiotics, by nature, are most effective
when used sparingly, as each new dosage exerts selective pressures for genes coding drug
resistance to develop. Even the discoverer of penicillin, Alexander Fleming, acknowledged
that it is “not difficult to make microbes resistant to penicillin in the laboratory by exposing
them to concentrations not sufficient to kill them.”
Nonetheless, farmers in the U.S. have been feeding antibiotics to livestock since the mid1950’s. This practice gained widespread use when it was discovered that most animals gain
about 3 percent more weight when administered daily “sub-therapeutic” doses of antibiotics
with their food. Although it is not entirely known why antibiotics help animals to gain weight,
it is hypothesized that the drugs kill other bacteria in the digestive tract that would otherwise
thrive, allowing the animals to take in more calories. According to a study done by the USDA
Economic Research Service in 2001, pig farmers saved as much as $63 million in feed costs
by administering low dosages of antibiotics during the study period.
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In January of 2017, the FDA attempted to address the problem of antibiotic overuse by
releasing a voluntary set of rules requesting the meat industry to stop using antibiotics as a
growth promoter. However, the FDA failed to include the use of antibiotics as a form of
disease prevention in their rules, for which the agency received criticism. The Government
Accountability Office reprimanded the FDA, stating in a March 2017 report that it failed to
address the “long term and open-ended use of medically important antibiotics.”
FDA actions aside, it seems unlikely that any definitive legislation on antibiotic use in
livestock will be passed anytime soon due to the appointed FDA commissioner, Scott Gottlieb,
who has close ties to the pharmaceutical industry. In addition, meat producers in other
countries such as China, Brazil, and Russia are beginning to use antibiotic dosing practices,
increasing the risk of superbugs on a global scale.
On the other hand, some major U.S. meat producing companies are starting a movement
within the industry by promising to greatly reduce their antibiotic use in chickens, including
Tyson Foods, Perdue Farms, and Foster Farms. However, without laws requiring meat
producers to publicize their antibiotic usage, consumers’ ability to verify these industry claims
of action is limited.

Works Referenced:
Is Your Meat Safe? (2002, April) http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/meat/safe/
overview.html
Philpott, T. (2017, November 7) The World Health Organization Just Told Farmers Everywhere to Stop
Feeding Antibiotics to Healthy Animals. http://www.motherjones.com/food/2017/11/the-worldhealth-organization-just-told-farmers-everywhere-to-stop-feeding-antibiotics-to-healthy-animals/
Philpott, T. (2016, May/June) How Factory Farms Play Chicken With Antibiotics.
http://www.motherjones.com/environment/2016/05/perdue-antibiotic-free-chicken-meatresistance/#
The World is Running Out of Antibiotics, WHO report confirms (2017, September 20)
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2017/running-out-antibiotics/en/
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Significant
Otters
Marissa O’Connor

Jenise Alongi, Animal Facts Encyclope-

The sea otter: possibly the cutest
carnivorous mammal to grace the coastal
waters of the Pacific Ocean. While they
happen to be the smallest of the marine
mammals, they are also the largest
member of the weasel family, weighing
anywhere from 30 to 100 pounds.
However, what makes the sea otter
(Enhydra lutris) even more special is its
fur, which is the densest fur of the animal
kingdom — about 850,000 to a million
hairs per square inch. Unfortunately, sea
otters’ fur is what makes them especially
vulnerable, as they were extensively
hunted for their pelts for over a century
and a half, with their first protections
granted in 1911 after ratification of the
International Fur Seal Treaty. There are
now various international conservation
efforts in place that are dedicated to the
restoration of the sea otter’s once
flourishing population.
Due to their habitat of coastal waters,
sea otter frequently interact with humans
and can become entrapped in fish nets
and other gear. Due to the competition
with humans, sea otters must stray from
the coastal waters for food, where they
become vulnerable to sharks and killer

whales. Killer whales, as well as sharks do
not normally prey on otters and the attack
mortalities from both are driving a decline
in the northern and southern parts of the
population.
In an ecosystem, there exists an
especially
complex
dynamic
of
interactions, direct or indirect, of species.
Certain species influence these dynamics
disproportionately, which means some
species have a stronger influence on a
community’s populations or food webs;
these are termed keystone species, with
the sea otter being a primary example.
Given the importance of keystone species,
it is hypothesized that following sea otter
declines from human exploitation, various
parts of coastal Pacific ecosystems were
altered, with some species rising to new
dominance to the detriment of others. In
kelp forests, a preferred habitat of many
sea otter populations, otter decline seems
to have affected the size of kelp forests.
According the studies done on the
population of sea otters in the Adak and
Amchitka islands, various pieces of
evidence were found that link the decline
of sea otters to the growth of sea urchins
and the decline of kelp density. Sea
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urchins, which graze on kelp forests, are
a favored prey item of sea otters. By the
early 2000s, the sea otter population in
these islands had declined by nearly
95%, with corresponding sea urchin
population increases of nearly 50% by
1994 and another 50% by 1997. The
rapid growth of sea urchin populations
resulted in a 10-fold decrease in the
density of kelp forests in the study area.
Kelp forests are important, as they
act has a habitat and source of food for
many different species of marine life,
including the now-extinct Steller’s sea
cow (Hydrodamalis gigas). Kelp forests
also offer ecosystem services, as they act
as natural storm surge buffers for
coastlines and absorb large amounts of
carbon dioxide. The forests’ high biomass
and relentless productivity is essential for
many Pacific coastal ecosystems, but also
to life on land. “The difference in annual
absorption of atmospheric carbon from
kelp photosynthesis between a world
with and a world without sea otters is
somewhere between 13 and 43 billion kg
(13 and 43 teragram) of carbon”,

Volume 10, Issue 2

according to University of California,
Santa Cruz marine biologist James Estes.
Sea otters are a keystone species
of many coastal Pacific marine
ecosystems, as they provide stability to
kelp-based food webs. Sea otters also
provide benefits for life elsewhere on
Earth, as they are largely responsible for
the persistence of the kelp forests that
help sequester carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. International conservation
efforts should be vigorously upheld, as
the sea otter has shown its importance
to the earth on many levels and
occasions. It also helps that they are
“otter-ly” adorable.
Sources
Estesa1, J. A., & Burdinb, A. A. (2015, August 06). James A. Estes. Retrieved
November 08, 2017, from http://
www.pnas.org/content/113/4/880.full
McKie, R. (2016, July 10). How sea otters
help save the planet. Retrieved November 08, 2017, from https://
www.theguardian.com/
environment/2016/jul/10/sea-ottersglobal-warming-trophic-cascades-food
-chain-kelp
Media, W. (2013, May 23). Why are Sea
Otters Important? No Sea Otters. No
Kelp Forests. Retrieved November 08,
2017, from https://
seaotters.com/2013/05/why-are-seaotters-important-no-sea-otters-nokelp-forests/
Threats to Sea Otters. (2016, September 19). Retrieved November 09, 2017, from http://
www.defenders.org/sea-otter/threats
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Migrating Through Climate Change
By Micah R. Gartenberg

For the world’s longest-distance
migrant, the Arctic Tern, one year can
mean traveling up to 44,000 miles
between two hemispheres. But as
climate change alters global weather
patterns, migratory animals must
adapt—changing their departure times
or altering their routes entirely.

tagging efforts and real-time tracking
technology have allowed scientists to
chart and derive potential paths for
future migrations.

While models are a useful tool for
understanding the effects of human
activities on complex natural systems,
especially in the areas of weather and
climate, it is much harder to predict the
impact of climate change on animal
populations and their migration
patterns. Animal movements in response
to a changing climate have long been the
realm of speculation, though animal

economy. As a result, bird fatalities in
the United States resulting from
spinning turbine blades “range from
140,000 to 573,000 birds annually,”
according to the Fish & Wildlife Service.

Humans must not forget the impact of
emissions on birds, bats, and other
airborne insects. Birds inevitably inhale
large amounts of polluted air while
Some previously cross-continental migrating through urban and suburban
populations have skipped these travel areas, leading to disease and lung
plans altogether. Animals like the white malfunction.
stork (Ciconia ciconia) previously spent
Ironically, efforts to combat climate
their winters in Africa to increase their change through renewable energy come
chances of survival. Now, the stork still with their own threats to migratory
flies south, but remains in Europe, species. The number of wind turbines
saving huge calorie supplies that would constructed in the United States has
otherwise be used on the energetically increased as the wind energy industry
costly trip to winter havens.
has fought for viability in the U.S. energy

Generally, three approaches have
been taken to reduce the impact of wind
turbines on migratory birds: studying
migration patterns and placing turbines
in places that have small amounts of
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migratory traffic; turning off turbines
during the migration season; and
controlling turbines to turn off below
a certain wind speed, as birds and
bats are less likely to fly in extremely
windy conditions.
These plans, however, have their
own costs and benefits. All three
involve a reduced energy-capture
rate. Each requires scientists and
engineers
spend
more
time
researching and planning proposed
projects, resulting in delayed energy
production or simply less time of
operational use. Similar costs and
benefits must be accounted for in
other forms of renewable energy,
The impacts of climate change on
such as hydroelectric dams, which
block stream migration of certain fish. migratory animals will continue to
unfold. As humans, too, occupy
Transcontinental migrants are not
changing environments, patterns of
the only species whose seasonal
human migration and settlement are
cycles are affected by changes in
also likely to evolve.
climate. The white winter coat of the
snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus)
previously helped the animal hide
from predators against a backdrop of
snow. With higher temperatures and
less snow on average, the hare now
finds itself more visible to foxes and
coyotes who have an easier time
locating the white animals amid green
and brown ground cover.
Back to "In this Issue"
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What’s the Beef with
Beef?
By Ella Grande

When it comes to environmental behaviors that cause
serious damage to the earth, many immediately think of things
such as deforestation, the burning of fossil fuels, and pollution.
But would it surprise you to know that your diet may be causing
the earth just as much harm as all of these things? As much as
cutting showers short and carpooling can benefit the
environment, we can make a huge impact on our environment
just by eating the right things—or in this case, avoiding the
wrong things.
We hear so much about CO2 being a significant factor in
climate change, which it no doubt is. But what most people don’t
know is that methane, another greenhouse gas, is more potent
and more damaging. The warming power methane has been
estimated to be 23 times greater than that of CO2. Furthermore,
of all the methane emitted by humans, a significant portion is
produced from animal agriculture—specifically, the cattle
industry.

A lot of people hear these facts and try to ignore them
because, let’s face it—many of us love meat, and full-fledged
vegetarianism can sound daunting. But just by switching to an
alternative meat instead of beef, individuals can make a huge
collective difference. Even if everyone cut their beef intake by 25
to 50 percent, or had just one meatless day a week, the demand
for carbon-intensive meats would be significantly reduced. So
why, when we talk about climate change, do few people
mention how powerful a greenhouse gas methane is? And why is
its major source—beef production—so seldom mentioned?

The sad truth of it is, human reluctance to alter our
behavior and the powerful economic interests behind beef
production make the topic difficult to acknowledge, and even
harder to tackle via meaningful policy changes. However, the
word is getting out more and more with amazing documentaries
such as Cowspiracy and Before the Flood, which are both
produced by popular actor and environmental activist, Leonardo
DiCaprio. The moral of the story is, if you care about your planet
Cows are ruminant animals, which means they
and want to make a change on the individual level, limit the
regurgitate their food and re-chew it several times for proper
amount of beef you eat, or even cut it out altogether.
digestion. Methane is a byproduct of the chemical reactions that
occur during rumination, with a single cow capable of releasing
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Hurricane Destruction Persists, All Season Long
By Micah R. Gartenberg
October and November have seen a continuation of this year’s fierce Atlantic
hurricane season, with two additional hurricanes and two tropical storms.
Hurricane Nate led to more devastation in Central America and the Caribbean,
particularly in Costa Rica and Nicaragua. Subsequently, Hurricane Ophelia broke
from the general path of most other storms this year, and nearly broke records as
well. The New York Times noted that Hurricane Ophelia marked the tenth
successive hurricane this season.
Such a high count of hurricanes per season has occurred only three times in all of
recorded history. Previous seasons with ten consecutive hurricanes were those of
1893, 1886, and 1878. Even more impressive is the fact that these ten hurricanes
have come in ten consecutive weeks. This places 2017 as the third worst Atlantic
hurricane season in recorded history.
As just one of the countries severely impacted by Hurricane Nate, Costa Rica
must now confront an agriculture sector plagued by major damage. Transportation
will be particularly salient, with the USDA concluding that, following these storms,
“poor condition of bridges and roads will complicate the transportation of products
out of the farms.” This, paired with complete power outages in some places, and
supply distribution networks that are at times completely dysfunctional, has left
countries like Costa Rica
and Nicaragua stuck in
recovery efforts following
Hurricane Nate.
Ophelia
took
a
rather unique path across
the
Atlantic
Ocean,
breaking land in the
Azores,
Iberia,
the
Republic of Ireland, the
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United Kingdom, and Estonia. Wind speeds in the Republic of Ireland were
sustained for one-minute periods at up to 115 miles per hour. Likely due to
Ophelia’s prolonged path across the Atlantic, this hurricane took relatively few lives
relative to deadlier storms this season, such as Harvey and Irma.
The 2017 hurricane season now seems to be winding down, with more recent
storms including the comparatively weaker tropical storms Phillipe and Rina. 2017
has visited a seriously destructive hurricane season upon many Atlantic nations,
raising further concerns about the effect of climate change on extreme weather
events.
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Murphy’s Plans for New Jersey’s Environment
By Mackenzie Pitt

On November 7, New Jersey voted for Phil Murphy as its new governor. The
Democrat defeated GOP candidate Kim Guadagno with a 56 percent vote majority, as
polls predicted. Lieutenant Governor Guadagno followed with 42 percent of the vote,
plagued in large part by her association with governor Chris Christie, who has received
record-low approval ratings while in office.
Murphy’s success is also due to salubrious fundraising efforts, his campaign having
spent three times more than his GOP opponent. The latest pre-election reports showed
Guadagno having raised $3.8 million and Murphy having raised $13.3 million.
Murphy also had the benefit of several endorsements from kingmaking Democrats,
including Hillary Clinton and former presidents Barrack Obama and Bill Clinton.
Former U.S. Ambassador to Germany and previous Goldman Sachs banking
executive, Murphy has set very ambitious goals for his time in office, including major
changes to New Jersey’s environmental policy. According to his campaign website,
Murphy’s first plan of environmental action is to “immediately restore New Jersey’s
place in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI).” Murphy criticized Governor
Christie’s decision to pull out of RGGI and hopes to decrease greenhouse gas
emissions and improve New Jersey’s energy efficiency through a focus on renewable
energy. Murphy also hopes
to attract more jobs to New
Jersey through renewable
energy industries. But aside
from
off-shore
wind
opportunities, Murphy has
largely left what kind of
clean energy he hopes to
advance unspecified.
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Murphy also received endorsements
from
several
major
environmental
organizations, including the Sierra Club, the
League of Conservation Voters, and Clean
Water Action. Despite this, Murphy owns
stock in at least 43 gas, oil, energy and
chemical companies, three of which are
involved in building a pipeline he opposes.
Murphy has stated in speeches and debates
that he strongly opposes fracking, but has
been criticized for praising the potential of
fracking in a speech he made in Germany in
2013.
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financial portfolio takes a different position
than you’ve taken publicly here in the
campaign?” said Wisniewski. Murphy
replied, “There’s probably no good answer
in terms of those investments … I mean
what I say about fracking. I mean what I say
about the environment.”
In addition to energy, Murphy has also
set
goals
to
improve
state-wide
transportation systems, protect the Jersey
shore from damage from storms and sea
level rise, and fund land preservation
projects.

During the second Democratic Primary
Debate, then-candidate Assemblyman John
Wisniewski questioned Murphy on the
matter. “How can you really expect the
people of New Jersey to believe your
environmental credentials when your
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New England farmers are becoming a part of what
could be the region’s largest solar project. In an
interview put out by npr.org, Kevin Sullivan, a farmer on
the Connecticut-Massachusetts border, explained that he
and other farmers found the prospect of renting out
portions of their land to utility companies to put up solar
panels highly appealing. Sullivan said that about 15 acres
of his land unsuitable for growing crops. This, coupled
with a volatile market and slumping commodity prices,
have made it difficult for him and other farmers to make
ends meet, he said. According to npr.org, the money a
solar developer offered him was too good to pass up.
“The money that comes from off that acreage exceeds
anything else I could do out there,” Sullivan said.
The solar company is Deepwater Wind, the
industry leader in offshore wind development. Having
already created the country’s first offshore wind farm,
Deepwater Wind has begun a project called The Tobacco
Valley Solar Farm, a solar farm that intends to provide
5,000 New England homes with energy. Under the
project, farmers like Sullivan are paid for the use of their
land for the construction of the solar panels. According
to wnpr.org, Deepwater Wind has its sights set
specifically on Simsbury, Conn. “It’s a large tract of land
that’s flat and already cleared,” said Jeff Grybowksi, CEO
of Deepwater Winds. “And it’s right next to a big
transmission system, so it is perfect for a solar project.”

Volume 10, Issue 2

Deepwater Wind published its official plan for
the project on its website, and has held several open
meetings to discuss the nature of the plan. According to
the published presentation slides from these meetings,
construction will begin in early 2018. Concerns of the
public and surrounding communities were also
addressed. For example, the company has pledged to
“go above and beyond to preserve forests and wetlands
and incorporate screening [of the panels] from key
vantage points.” Additionally, Deepwater Wind has
promised that, “Our plan will enhance the agricultural
value of the soil by planting cover crops and resting the
soil.”
Despite these efforts, however, locals still appear
apprehensive of the project, according to an interview
put out by wnpr.org. “It’s great that a project could
generate tax revenue, but if we lose it all through loss of
property value, is there a true benefit to the town?” said
Simsbury Selectman Sean Askham. Additionally, some
Simsbury residents feel that Deepwater Wind is
overlooking their local government by applying for the
project through the state Sitting Council. “I think our
local boards would have a better understanding of
what’s important to our community and be better
positioned to evaluate it,” said Lisa Heavner, Simsbury’s
First Selectman. “It is a little frustrating.”
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Grybowski, however, supported the project and the process Deepwater Wind is following before construction can
officially begin. In an interview with wnpr.org, he said, “We have to go through a pretty rigorous process to
demonstrate to the state that this project is a good one, and those rules we are going to follow.” He even addressed
Heavner’s concerns regarding the role of local government by saying, “Those decisions, generally, get made at a state
level because these are facilities that are intended to serve either the state, or, frankly, the entire region.”
As for the famers contributing the necessary land, they are coming to terms with both the loss of property and
the financial benefit. According to wnrp.org, while these famers hate to see crops disappearing, solar companies and
projects similar to that of Deepwater Wind have provided a lifeline for farmers facing financial difficulties.
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By Kevin Gibney

Plastic waste has become a huge
issue for our environment. Ever since
the invention of the first fully synthetic
plastic in 1885 by Alexander Parkes, it
has begun making its mark on the
world. It is reported that 5.25 trillion
pieces of plastic are currently in our
oceans, creating health hazards for
countless species trying to coexist with
this immortal garbage. We have been
aware of this issue for the longest time,
but what can be done? Scientists have
been tackling that question for decades,
and the newest innovations come in the
form of bioplastics.
Indonesia, for its part, may very
well be on its way to saving the world.
For the past decade, there has been
research going into the invention of a
bioplastic derived from the Cassava
root. This tuber is found in abundance
across the country and has some
amazing properties that are ideal for the
creation of bioplastics. From the root,
tapioca is extracted and processed to
make a material that is durable and
naturally primed for a gradual
breakdown once exposed to water and
bacteria. Not only that, but it has also
passed toxicity tests, proving that it is
entirely safe for consumption even in its
plastic form. No more oceans choked
with plastic. No more animals found
filled with garbage. A perfect material
for a utopian world. But people are slow
to start using it.

An interesting aside about the
history of bioplastics is that they are
not a new invention. The first bioplastic
was synthesized by Maurice Lemoigne
in 1926, only thirty-nine years after the
invention of plastic itself. The reason
that the data for bioplastic was ignored
for so long was simply that petroleumbased plastics were cheaper. This issue
has plagued inventors on every front,
where the solution is not as economical
as the problem. Bioplastics were only
recently brought back into the spotlight
in the mid 1970’s during the Green
Revolution. As people began to see the
natural impacts that industrial growth
had caused, we reached a moment in
history where we had both the
knowledge of a problem and the
economic stability to find a solution.
The world is still grappling with the
original problem, however. Bioplastics
remain prohibitively expensive.
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The issue of finance can be analyzed by circling back to Indonesia and their Cassava
root bioplastic. Some issues were highlighted during an interview with Kevin Kumala, the
founder of bioplastic company Avani Eco, who is attempting to make carry bags using
Cassava root plastic mainstream. Even with the bags being accepted positively within the
country, their material is nearly twice as expensive as typical plastic. This price gap is
deterring potential investors, causing the prices to stay high. And so goes the vicious cycle of
economics. For the price of the bioplastic to go down, people need to buy more of it. As the
demand goes up, the supply will go up and drive the price down. However, this is easier said
than done. Bioplastics have no governmental funding in Indonesia, meaning all of their
research and marketing must be done through outside parties. Bioplastic proponents are not
giving up hope, though. There has been a wave of green industrialism sweeping through the
developed world, and as economic growth occurs, people may be more willing to spend extra
in order to support long-term positive efforts.

Though bioplastics are not the newest invention, recent innovations within the
industry are giving hope to a world that is dependent on their non-biodegradable
counterparts. As science continues to progress, the chances of a solution to the price gap
continue to improve.
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Trail Mix
Questions, comments,
concerns, or want to be part of
the Trail ?

Dr. Clark’s News of
The Weird


A presumably humiliated opossum "ran off" in late
October after three Pennsylvania men posted photos on social media of themselves giving it beer
and kissing it. The Pennsylvania State Game Commission was unamused by the antics of Michael
Robert Tice, 18, of Newport; David Mason Snook,
19, of Reedsville; and Morgan Scot Ehrenzeller,
20, of McAlisterville, and charged them on Nov. 2
with unlawful possession of wildlife and disturbing
wildlife. According to TribLive, Tice kissed and held
the animal while Snook poured beer on its head
and into its mouth. The men couldn't be reached
for comment. [TribLive, 11/3/2017]



Three teenagers from Rahway, New Jersey, who
call themselves the Rahway Bushmen, have been
discouraged from their signature prank: dressing
up as bushes and popping up in Rahway River
Park to say "Hi!" to unsuspecting passersby.
NJ.com reported in October that the Union County
Police Department warned the Bushmen that they
would be arrested if caught in action. The high
school students started by jumping out to scare
people, but decided to soften their approach with a
gentler greeting. "We were trying to be harmless,"
one of the Bushmen said. "It's more or less an idea
to try to make people smile." But Union County
Public Information Officer (and fun sucker) Sebastian D'Elia deadpanned: "It's great until the first
person falls and sues the county." Or puts an eye
out. [NJ.com, 10/26/2017]
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